Five USGS Cooperative Research Unit Scientist openings around the nation are open (note 1 month application period).

DEU = Any U.S. citizen may apply; MP = Current federal employees

The Assistant Unit Leader at our Oklahoma Unit - Research Ecologist/Fish Biologist (GS12) is now open. Please see the links below. This is open 5/19/20 - 6/18/20.

DEU - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568654400
MP - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568654200

The Arizona AUL position is now open. It’s a Research Ecologist GS12 and is open 5/19/20 - 6/18/20.

DEU - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568595600
MP - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568595300

The Utah AUL position is now open. It's a Research Ecologist GS12 and is open 5/19/20 - 6/18/20.

DEU - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568640800
Merit - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568640500

The Idaho Assistant Unit Leader position has been posted. It's a Research Ecologist GS12 and is open 5/19/20 - 6/18/20.

DEU - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568645900
MP - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568645400

The Florida AUL position is now open. It's a Research Ecologist/Fish Biologist GS12 and is open 5/19/20 - 6/18/20.

DEU - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568658100
MP - https://www.usajobs.gov/GetJob/ViewDetails/568657700